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                "You were patient, persistent and kept it moving. Agency at its best"

                

        	

        	
        	
                "I look forward to working with you and your company in the future"

                

        	

        	
        	
                "I appreciate all the guidance and help you provided"

                

        	

        	
        	
                "Hugely impressed with the level of service you have all provided"

                

        	

        	
                "Thank you so much for your help"

                

        	

        	
                "The contrast in professionalism was vast"
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            St. James's Terrace Mews
St Johns Wood, NW8

            £1,765,000
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	3 
	1 
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            Thornton Way
Hampstead Garden Suburb, NW11

            £2,695,000
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	4 
	3 
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            Ellerdale Road
Hampstead, NW3

            £3,750,000
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            Grantully Road
 Maida Vale, W9

            £876.92 per week (£3,799.99 per month) + Fees
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	1 
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            Hampstead Way
 Hampstead Garden Suburb, NW11

            £950.00 per week (£4,116.67 per month) + Fees
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	2 
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Search properties in your area
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            Established in 1888

            Heritage and experience in the North London property market

        

        
            Our Manifesto

            We love what we do and only employ experienced property professionals

        

        
            How it should be

            We believe being part of the community to gain real local knowledge is essential
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                        Please tick this box if you are happy for us to contact you via phone and email. You can view our full privacy policy here

                      
                      
                    
                

            

            
            
                




            

        

         
     

     
 

                 

            

        

       

    

    
    
        
            
                Featured New Homes

                

                No 79 FITZJOHN’S AVENUE – SHOW APARTMENT NOW OPEN 


                No. 79 is a new luxury development of two and three bedroom apartments on Hampstead's prestigious Fitzjohn's Avenue. Exclusively for over 60s and designed by award-winning architects Sergison Bates it has an abundance of outstanding amenities including wellness spa, 24 hour concierge and secure underground parking. 

                Find Out More

                
                

            

        

       

    





    Google Reviews

    

    
        
    David Grose

    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                
            
        
    

    We recently sold our 3 bedroom flat in NW3 through G&H's Hampstead office. Ben Bridges and Sam Sinclair were excellent, acting as trusted advisors throughout the process.

Sam went above and beyond to work through a number of challenges pre-exchange, without his persistence the sale may not have proceeded. I can't thank Ben, Sam and the wider team enough and wouldn't hesitate to recommend them.

    Hampstead, Sales NW3



    Kathleen Saxton

    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                
            
        
    

    Very rarely do I encounter someone as professional and caring as Rodney. Not only did he find me a beautiful property, fully on brief, but he ensured the process was clear, smooth and timely. He truly knows the market and he clearly enjoys his profession and for that I have utilised his services four times in the last ten years.

    Lettings, Hampstead Office, NW3



    Tom Sarris

    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                
            
        
    

    5 stars for Goldschmidt and Howland, London's best estate agent. I recently rented an apartment through the Highgate branch, while I could individually list all of the staff at the branch I want to specifically note the work of Marc Brahams and thank him, for managing our process seamlessly.

    Highgate N6



    John P

    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                
            
        
    

    Recently completed on a property marketed through Goldschmidt & Howland, Hampstead office. Alex the sales agent was diligent throughout the process. Furthermore, Alex had good communication and professionalism which we valued. We had a positive buying experience.

    Sales, Hampstead Office, NW3



    Amaliya Safiyeva

    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                
            
        
    

    Thank you for helping us find our new home! Highly recommend our agent Moustafa. He understood what we were looking for and offered two great flats. He also suggested what would be the best offer to make. Apartment hunting in London is stressful and it is great to have someone who supports you during the process:) thank you Vas for helping us with move in. Great service!

    Camden NW1



    Catherine & Fergus Macleod

    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                
            
        
    

    We bought our flat through Neil Probert at Goldschmidt. We had a fantastic experience. Neil was extremely proactive moving things forward and very helpful at every stage. He was a breath of fresh air compared to the other agents from other companies we dealt with. He spoke to us both (man & woman) as equals which is far less common than it should be. He was very knowledgeable and didn’t try to pull the wool over our eyes. He was comfortable to say when he didn’t know something but always came back promptly with the answer. He would highly recommend him to anyone.

    Sales, West Hampstead Office, NW6
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                        Get In
Contact

                    
                        Goldschmidt & Howland

                        Stanhope House
4-8 Highgate High Street

                        London N6 5JL

                        Phone: 020 8347 2600

                        Email: hq@g-h.co.uk


                        Contact your local office
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